Fees, subscriptions, and other products rely on donations and grants to help keep costs down for small and grassroots groups.

*Income received in 2015 was reserved for 2016, which provided sufficient assets to cover expenses during 2016.

Unwrapped: 2016 Annual Report

THANK YOU TO OUR FUNDERS

Organizational Funders

Anonymous
CJ & Marlie Lowery Fund of the
Common Counsel Foundation
Ichneumon Family Fund
Kayser Fund

Unitarian Universalist Veatch Program at Shelter Rock
Victor & Lorraine Honig Fund of the
Common Counsel Foundation
Zemskey Family Foundation

Training Funders

Funders who supported GIFT to provide capacity-building to its grantee

Chinook Fund
El Monte Promise Foundation
Funders Collaborative on Youth Organizing
Hyams Foundation

ACCESS/National Network for Arab American Communities
New Venture Fund
The LiLith Fund
W.K. Kellogg Foundation

Money for Our Movements 2016 Conference Funders & Sponsors

350.org
Anonymous
Asian American & Pacific Islander Community Foundation
Civic Engagement Fund
Astraeas Lesbian Foundation for Justice
Borealis Philanthropy
California Wellness Foundation
Center for Nonprofit Leadership
Chorus Foundation
Colorado Nonprofit Association
Communities for Just Schools Fund
Evelyn & Walter Haas Jr. Fund
Four Freedoms Fund
General Services Foundation
Grants-Plus
Greenpeace USA
Groundswell Fund
Hill-Snowdon Foundation
HIPGive
Klein & Roth Consulting

MAC AIDS Fund
Ms. Foundation
National Network of Abortion Funds
Naomi Sabel
National Committee for Responsive Philanthropy
Neal Feldman
Nebraska Community Fund
Needmor Fund
NEON Nonprofit CRM
NewMexicoWomen.org
New York Foundation
Piton Foundation
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
The California Endowment
The Denver Foundation
Third Wave Fund
UU Veatch Program at Shelter Rock
VOQAL

Advertisers & Exhibitors

Andy Robinson Consulting
Building Movement Project
Cause Effective
Colorado Nonprofit Association
Communities for Just Schools Fund
Design Action Collective
DonorPerfect
Dream Big Fundraising
Earl Events & Fundraising
Forward Together
Foundation Center
Fun with Financials
Funding Change Training & Consulting
FundRaiser Software
Grants-Plus
Greeining Institute
HIPGive
Impact Communications
KGNU
Klein & Roth Consulting
LAPA Fundraising

Making Contact
Natalia Lopez Consulting
National Committee for Responsive Philanthropy
NEON Nonprofit CRM
Nonprofit Fundraising Masters
Nonprofit Quarterly
Peggy Mathews Consulting
Pyramid Atlantic Art Center
RaisingClarity
RoadMap Consulting
Shiree Teng
Social Justice Fund Northwest
Strong City Baltimore
The California Wellness Foundation
The Denver Foundation
Third Space Studio
Third Wave Fund
Topakian Communications
We Heart Finance
WindowBox Coaching & Consulting
Wingo, Inc.
2016 DONORS & VOLUNTEERS—THANK YOU FOR SUSTAINING GIFT’S WORK.

Is your name missing or misspelled? Did we miss one of your GIFT affiliations? We apologize for the error. Please email jennifer@grassrootsfundraising.org so we can make corrections.

Darren Isom D,J

Dale Moffitt D

Cynthia Beard D,J

Cookie Kerxton D

Clint Brown V

Claudia Cahill D,J,M

Claire Carlin D

Cindy Chang D,V

Christian Ngalaho D,J

Christa Orth D,J

Ceema Samimi D,V

Catherine Joseph D,B,J,V

Carolyn Supinka D

Cam Duncan D

Burke Stansbury D,J & Krista Hanson D

Brea Hutchinson D,J

Betty Robinson M

Beth Zemsky D,J

Beth Rayfield V

Beth Gunston D,J

Benjamin Trolio D,V

Ben Barge M,V

Belinda Dulin J,M

Barclay Jones V

Audrey Bruner V

Armando Zumaya V,W

Andreana Saunders D

Andrea Warner D

Andrea Perez V

Andrea Cousins D

Amanda Reyes V

Alyson Muzila D,J

Alok Vaid-Menon V

Allison Budschalow M

Allen Kwabena Frimpong V

Alicia Daly D

Alicia Olague D

Alicia Cuttingham J

Allan Kawei & Fiona Ngo D

Allison Buccholz M

Allison Welch V

Alok Vaid-Menon A

Alison Muzila D

Amadee Braxton J

Amanda Reyes M

Amy Austri M

Amy Kincadi D

Andrea Cousins S

Andrea Lee J

Andrea Perez M

Andrea Werner D

Andrea Saunders M

Andy A. Robinson J

Andy Coci J

Angell Perez J

Antia Asamoah B

Anne E. White J

Anne Tapio D

Anonymous J

Ari Wohlfelzer D

Aria Sa’di D

Armando Zurnay A,M

Art Clark D

Audrey Bruner M

Ari Cummings J

Aziza Jones D

Barbara Johnson D

Barclay Jones J

Belinda Dulin D

Ben Barge J

Benjamin Trolio J

Beth Andapple M

Beth Gunston D

Beth Iorns J

Beth Rayfield F

Beth Zemsky V

Betty Robinson D

Bianca Escobar J

Brea Hutchinson D

Brenda E. Cummings J

Burke Stanley J & Krista Hansen J

Brya Graham D

C. Nathan Harris D

Cam Duncan D

Carrie Peterson A

Carol Strickland D

Carolina Sanchez G

Carolyne Young J

Casey Llewellyn Ratcliffe J

Casey Milnick J

Catherine Joseph A,E,J

Ceelia Kluding-Rodriquez J

Ceema Samimi J

Chantelle Pierce J

Cheslappa Young J

Chris Derdener J

Christa Orth J

Christine Himelfarb D

Cindy Chang J

Clare Currin J

Clay Taylor D

Clinton Brown J

Cookie Kerxton D

Crystal Bennett J

Crystal Polis J

Cynthia Beard J

Dale Milford D

Dana Gillette J

Dana N. Textor J,J,M,J,A,D,J

danielle west D

Dana Burnell D

Daren Isom J
WITH YOUR HELP, GIFT CONNECTED WITH HUNDREDS OF GROUPS AROUND THE COUNTRY.

ORGANIZATIONS FEATURED IN THE GRASSROOTS FUNDRAISING JOURNAL (PARTIAL LIST)

- Action United
- Advocates for Youth
- Black Lives Matter
- Center for Popular Democracy
- Coalition for Human Immigrant Rights of Los Angeles
- Color of Change
- Community Coalition
- Community Voices Heard
- Ella Baker Center for Human Rights
- Hispanics in Philanthropy
- Inter Pares
- Jewish Voice for Peace
- Movement for Black Lives
- Mujeres Unidas y Activas
- New York Communities for Change
- Solidaire
- Sylvia Rivera Law Project

2016 marked 20 years of GIFT and 35 years of the Grassroots Fundraising Journal. Thanks to everyone who joined in the celebrations.

TRAINING AND CONSULTING PARTICIPANTS (PARTIAL LIST)

- Access California Services
- Al-Bustan Seeds of Culture
- Alif Institute
- American Syrian Arab Cultural Association
- Arab American Action Network
- Arab American Community Center of Florida
- Arab American Family Services
- Arab-American Family Support Center
- Arab American Heritage Council
- Arab Cultural & Community Center
- Arab Film Festival
- Asian American Federation
- Asian Americans/Pacific Islanders in Philanthropy
- Annie E. Casey Foundation
- Arabella Advisors
- Assissi Foundation of Memphis
- Association of Black Foundation Executives
- Baltimore Community Foundation
- Beartown Society
- Black Economic Justice Institute
- Boston NAACP
- Boston Tenant Coalition
- Brazilian Worker Center
- BreakOUT!
- Buckeye Region Anti-Violence Organization
- Burke Foundation
- Campaign for Black Male Achievement
- Center for Arab American Philanthropy
- Center for Arabic Culture
- Center on Halsted Anti-Violence Project
- Chicago Foundation for Women
- City Life/Vida Urbana
- Community Connections for Youth
- Community Investment Network
- Community United Against Violence
- Deaconess Foundation
- East Boston Ecumenical Community Council
- Emerging Practitioners in Philanthropy
- Executive’s Alliance for Boys and Men of Color
- First Nations Development Institute
- Funders Collaborative on Youth Organizing
- Gender Justice Nevada
- GreenRoots, Inc.
- Haymarket People’s Fund
- Hyams Family Foundation
- Hyde Square Task Force
- Iniquilinos Boricuas en Acción
- Kansas City Anti-Violence Project
- LA Gay & Lesbian Center Anti-Violence Project
- Latino Community Foundation
- Latino Community Fund
- Latino community Fund of Washington State
- Lilith Fund
- Links Inc.
- Mass Jobs With Justice
- Massachusetts Coalition For Occupational Safety And Health
- Massachusetts Communities Action Network
- MassVOTE
- Matahari Women Workers’ Center
- Milwaukee LGBT Center Anti-Violence Project
- Minnesota Philanthropy Partners
- Momentum
- National Domestic Workers Alliance
- National Network of Arab American Communities
- Native Americans in Philanthropy
- New York City Anti-Violence Project
- NYC Mission Society
- Organizando Trans Diversidades
- OutFront Minnesota
- Palestinian American Community Center
- Philadelphia Arab-American CDC
- POISE Foundation
- Polisitch Fund
- Project RIGHT, Inc.
- Radical Health
- Right to the City Boston
- Rosenburg Foundation
- Social Justice Fund Northwest
- Sociedad Latina
- Sojourners
- Somali Bantu Community of Greater Houston
- Somali Family Services of San Diego
- Southern Partners Fund
- Surdna Foundation
- Survivors Organizing for Liberation
- TAProot Foundation
- The California Endowment
- The City School
- The Free2Be Safe Anti-Violence Project
- The Prosperity Foundation
- The Saint Paul Foundation
- Union of Minority Neighborhoods
- UpBeat NYC
- Women in Transition
- Women’s Foundation for a Greater Memphis

CONVENINGS ATTENDED BY GIFT

- Association of Black Foundation Executives’ Empower Philanthropy Conference
- Allied Media Conference
- Association of Fundraising Professionals, Bright Spots Forum
- Facing Race
- Four Freedoms Fund Reception
- Momentum Training Institute
- Resource Generation’s Making Money Make Change
- W.K. Kellogg’s Catalyzing Community Giving Gathering

2016 TRAINING PARTNERS

- Allied Media Projects
- CompassPoint Nonprofit Services
- Su Teatro

2016 Money for Our Movements attendees have fun learning how to throw a successful house party.